FUND FACTS
FROM THE MEMBERS STATE NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
IN THE INTERNAL SECURITY FUND
FOR BORDERS AND VISA
2014 - 2018

202 participating organisations
701 projects
average duration of 25.5 months
869 consulates improved
2474 staff trained in visa policy
483 specialised posts in 3rd countries (inc. 92 Immigration Liaison Officers)
19 059 border control improved infrastructures or assets
40 588 border incidents reported
including 32 342 illegal immigration incidents or cases of lives of migrants at risk.

928 Million EU funds
€1 323 545 of EU funds per project
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162 consular cooperation activities
20 776 hours of training
Out of 1 082 425 651 border crossings, 55 527 805 were through ABC* gates (*Automatic Border Control)
19 059 border control improved infrastructures or assets
13 767 staff were trained in border management, with 91 692 hours of training